Flux ropes form basic building blocks for magnetic dynamics in many plasmas, are macroscopic analogues of magnetic field lines, and are irreducibly three dimensional (3D). We have used the relaxation scaling experiment (RSX) to study flux ropes, and have found many new features involving 3D dynamics, kink instability driven reconnection, nonlinearly stable but kinking flux ropes, and large flows.
Introduction
Our plasma universe is magnetized by background magnetic field [1] on the order of several micro Gauss. In this highlyconducting medium, we observe a universal tendency to evolve filamented structures [2, 3] . These filaments undoubtedly contain sheared magnetic fields, which must also include currents that support them. Tubes of magnetic flux threaded by current are flux ropes, which are the building blocks of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD).
The flux rope is an important concept for realistic plasma objects with structure and geometry. Flux tubes can be periodic, for instance in toroidal devices such as a tokamak. Or they can have finite length in the axial direction, such as spheromak startup [4] , Z-pinches [5] and plasma thrusters [6] , each of which must have an axial boundary. Open magnetic flux tubes anchored at one end and free at the other include axial boundary conditions (BC) that are likely important for astrophysical plasmas such as galactic jets, open flux in the fast solar wind [7] and magnetic clouds near 1AU [8] . Kinkunstable solar coronal loops can also be line tied (LT) at both ends [9, 10] .
Multiple adjacent flux ropes have been observed on the sun from x-ray images taken by STEREO, [11] UV images from TRACE [12] spacecraft and high resolution corona x-ray images from sounding rocket Hi-C instrument [13] , and in the magnetotail by CLUSTER [14] . In astrophysical jets there is some evidence for helical Alfvenic magnetic structures [1, 15] in galactic jets that emanate from the accretion disc black hole core in many galaxies. The other end can easily be farther away than a scattering mean free path, rendering it 'free'.
Theories of magnetic reconnection [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , simulation studies [21, 22] and Cluster spacecraft data [23] [24] [25] have shown that a crucial and ubiquitous aspect of diffusion region dynamics is the formation of magnetic islands, or plasmoids or flux ropes. Thin current sheets in a reconnection diffusion region are predicted to experience a host of instabilities that shred the sheet, giving rise to flux ropes.
There are many fundamental features of magneticallydominated plasmas in space, astrophysical and fusion contexts that can be studied using the flux rope as a vehicle that entrains and transports field and particle momentum, particle mass, and kinetic energy. Much of the interesting physics including three-dimensional (3D) reconnection and dynamics is on kinetic scales, involves wave-particle interactions and particle acceleration, all beyond the purview of MHD. These intrinsically 3D and fundamental phenomena are not fully understood. Figure 1 . Schematic of the RSX experiment showing plasma guns, paramagnetic kinking flux ropes, conical external anode that enables choice of axial boundary condition (nearly line-tied for these data, full cone angle 2ψ = 45
• ), coordinate system, and geometry. 3D probe positioners are located at several vessel ports. The radial scale and field line pitch is exaggerated by a factor of 4 to highlight the plasma structure. The axial boundary conditions and flow [32] [33] [34] determine the wave function (dominant k z > 0), pitch and gyration of the kinked helix.
ropes, and study the onset and evolution of these intrinsically 3D objects. The geometry is linear, with axial BC that can be LT, free or in between. RSX (see figure 1) has the capability to study the dynamics of flux ropes in 3D, without symmetries that are found in most other (toroidal) experiments. Pioneering work that characterized 3D magnetic structure has also been carried out at the LAPD experiment [26] using large 3D datasets [29] [30] [31] . RSX creates flux ropes that collide, magnetically reconnect or bounce, and form turbulent knots, islands, kinks, and disruptions. We use experimental probes inside and around the flux ropes to investigate macroscopic and unsteady wandering magnetic field lines, and evolution of islands.
The RSX schematic in figure 1 includes a view of plasma guns located at z = 0 radially inserted into the center of the RSX cylindrical vacuum vessel (2 m length × 0.2 m radius). A cylindrical H + plasma column is generated by an arc internal to the gun, and some or all of this charge neutral plasma can be extracted as current when the external anode is biased positive with respect to the gun arc. Axial current density J z 50 A cm −2 is embedded in an axial guide magnetic field B z0 ≈ 10-1000 G to form a screw pinch. Density n ≈ (1-3) × 10 13 cm −3 , electron temperature T e ≈ 8-16 eV, ion temperature T i ≈ 1 eV, plasma pressure β ≈ 0.1-0.5 referenced to B z0 . Axial flow v iz ≈ 1-2 cm µs −1 is pushed out of the gun at a significant fraction of the sound speed but also responds to the extraction electric field. Prior to instability evolution, profiles of plasma pressure, magnetic fields, and current density match well with simple analytic models for screw pinch equilibria. Structure is measured from ion inertial length d i = c/ω pi ≈ 2.5-4 cm down to electron d e = c/ω pe ≈ 1-2 mm which is the dissipation scale.
RSX physics results
We describe a series of RSX [32] experimental flux rope investigations that exhibit global equilibria along with local dynamics, over a wide range of spatial scales that range from ion to electron inertial lengths. Inside and between the flux ropes there exist strong flows with significant shear [27] . Surface waves on the flux rope radial boundary are amenable to a formal estimate [34] of the dependence of the MHD external kink instability threshold upon axial BC. In RSX, MHD kink instability propels interactions between flux ropes, with the result that magnetic reconnection evolves in 3D and eventually stagnates after plasma and magnetic pressures pile up at the interaction region and push back the incoming flows.
Single flux rope
Single flux rope experiments with adjustable µ 0 J z /B z , axial BC and flow measurements [27] were carried out to facilitate our understanding of the puzzling, 3D, double flux rope data.
Kink and axial BC. RSX provided the first systematic experimental investigations of how axial BCs affect flux rope behavior. Macroscopic scale external kink instabilities of flux ropes exhibited a kink onset threshold that depended on BC [32] . We experimentally demonstrated for the first time [36] that BCs could be continuously varied between ideal MHD LT (fixed) and non-line-tied (NLT) (free). In contrast to the usual MHD interpretation that plasma motion is LT to a conducting boundary by forcing boundary electric field to vanish, we achieve the same result by mechanically constraining boundary plasma motion inside a conical external anode to enforce the LT 'stationary' condition. Theoretical BC influence on the external kink threshold was then used to discriminate between different BCs.
The BCs were varied by creating a linear flux rope that is terminated at a shaped axial boundary. When the cone angle varies from wide to narrow, the tilted boundary sheath impedance also changes from large to small. The kink is part of the Alfven spectrum [37] , and propagates from the gun to the external anode, whereupon it can reflect or be absorbed or both. When [34] 
τ A (L is current rope inductance and R is sheath resistance) for the current rope is longer than the axial Alfven transit time τ A , then the flux rope 'knows' from the reflected wave [33] that the axial boundary exists and corresponds to a LT BC. By the same token, if τ L/R τ A then the reflected wave is damped yielding a NLT BC. Different cone angles allow us to vary the axial BCs between LT and NLT conditions. Sun et al [35] experimentally demonstrated this transition with magnetic probe measurements of flux rope displacements near the external kink instability threshold.
Effects of parallel flow. Solar wind outflows exist that track the Parker spiral, including flux tubes and turbulent structures [38] . One can include parallel subsonic plasma flow [27] into the kink model, which modifies the eigen-equation so that the usual half wavelength kink eigenfunction gets 'swept' by the flow and 'piles up' against the external anode. In kink eigenfunction gyration average Figure 2 . B z field line shape for a single flux rope, from the theoretical kink eigenfunction (solid line), distorted by plasma flow from the gun at the left to an external anode at the right, with single rope eigenfunction [34] data points (triangles and diamonds). Also shown is the bouncing flux rope perturbed shape (because with two flux ropes parallel currents mutually attract) including three data points (stars) at z = 3, 43, 46 cm from the gun along with Gaussian curve fits [35] .
RSX this flow is a significant fraction of the ion sound speed. Usually the kink is regarded as a zero frequency ω = 0 perturbation, but it turns out that even at the stability threshold, the helically kinked plasma column rotates with a Doppler shifted [34] frequency from the laboratory frame convective derivative
The partially LT kink eigenfunction then resembles a quarter wavelength displacement, as shown for example in figure 2 experimental data.
Nonlinear self-stabilization. The idea of a nonlinearly saturated kink-unstable flux rope figures strongly in the spheromak literature, for example on SPHEX [39] and SSPX [40] , and is arguably relevant to single helicity helical axis states in reversed field pinches [41] . When we program the RSX experimental current ramp so that the kink instability grows and the axial flow [34] causes the twisted column to gyrate, it appears to 'screw' into the external anode boundary. In principle this ideal MHD kink instability should grow and explode on an Alfven time, but we have found that it saturates at a steady, finite amplitude and gyrates at a constant angular frequency. We have measured the 3D force balance in a large data set and have identified 3D current closure patterns that could explain this self-stabilization [42] .
As we assemble large 3D experimental data sets for density, temperature, pressure, magnetic field, flow, and current density we observe local violations of MHD force balance, i.e. J × B − ∇P e = 0 at the 30% level for nearly half the measured volume. We are still sorting through possible explanations [42] including Coriolis forces, noninertial sheared reference frames, two fluid mechanisms, and turbulent dissipation or simply fluid acceleration [43] on fast time scales.
Double flux rope
Geometry. The two flux rope geometry is shown in the figure 1 RSX experiment schematic. Two plasma guns create axial flux rope currents, that kink and terminate at the external conical anode. Triple, Langmuir, Mach, multisensor magnetic, and composite probes are inserted through any or all of six 3D probe positioners [46] . Each port allows 3D scans on a Cartesian grid (no tilt required) with location precision better than 1 mm relative and 3 mm absolute, with in situ stereo camera position detection for each shot. The dynamics of two flux ropes form a fairly simple 3D system that allowed the first identification of [44] how a plasma instability (in this case the kink) initiated magnetic reconnection. The subsequent saturation or stagnation corresponded to a dynamic balance between magnetic J × B forces, plasma pressure gradients, and flux rope inertia in the mass flows. Magnetic data taken at a x −y cut plane is shown in figure 5 where the contours indicate current density J z (x, y) out of the cut plane, for a sequence of times before, during and after reconnection.
The kink instability provides the dynamical force to initiate the flux rope collisions. When the inflow speed v in exceeds the Sweet-Parker speed v in > v SP = v A /S 1/2 ⊥ , reconnection proceeds with an O-point (not an X-point) torn apart by 3D dynamics and stagnation [35, 44] . The O-point signifies a reconnection induced flux rope or island. Here the Alfven speed v A and Lundquist number S ⊥ are referenced to the asymptotic reconnecting magnetic field B ⊥ and mass density. The magnetic and particle pressure pile up in the compression region, which eventually pushes back on the compression forces so that the merging and reconnection process stagnates. This scenario repeats itself as the flux ropes kink, merge, stagnate, pull apart, and merge again in a different 3D location along the flux rope pair.
Bounce instead of merge. Field line bending restoring forces can be intensified by increasing the guide magnetic field, so that flux ropes bounce off each other [35] . Magnetic data are shown in figure 4 , where parallel currents in the kinking flux ropes beget mutual attraction forces, followed by pile up in the collision region, and sheared flow [45] . Restoring forces include the piled up pressure in the collision region plus field line bending force density B · ∇B/µ 0 ≈ (B 
Conclusion
Experimental RSX results from the last decade have been summarized, which distill some essential features for a host of basic physics considerations by using flux ropes as macroscopic analogues for magnetic field lines. These flux ropes contain plasma mass that is in principle frozen to the magnetic field lines while reconnection violates this presumption. Newton's Laws determine fluid advection but flow patterns are distorted by the magnetic and pressure forces in the problem. The flux rope approach has shed light on the effects of boundary conditions on the kink instability, allowed detailed 3D analyses of the force balance, and some ramifications of flow and 3D instability driven reconnection. These can either merge or bounce depending on the field line bending restoring forces. 3D data, theory and simulations represent the frontier between our 2D models and cartoons and nature.
